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We’ve just finished another busy year, which we
celebrated with a party in our beautiful courtyard,
and the naming of the first ever Alumni Graduate
Summer Fellowship. Though the times continue
to be tough financially, and we’ve been unable to
hire any new faculty members this year or raise
the student stipends as we had hoped to do, both
students and faculty seem to be thriving. You’ll
see a lot of evidence of that in this newsletter. Our
emeritus faculty members seem to be thriving too.
(See page 5.)
Have a great summer!
Nancy
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Thanks to the generosity of the alumni, we were able to award one summer research
fellowship this year, of $4000. Ten excellent applications were reviewed by a panel of six
faculty members. The winner of the competition was JEFF SNARR (advisor Sue
O’Leary) from the Clinical Program. Jeff’s project is entitled “Maternal Attributions and
Overreactive Parenting: Deficient Repertoire or Accessibility Bias?” Jeff’s focus is on
mothers who attribute their own child’s bad behavior to hostile intent by the child or to
other negative personality traits. These mothers also have been shown to overreact to
the child’s misbehavior. The question addressed in this project is whether of not these
mothers have the ability to access positive attributions. The hypotheses are that
maternal overreactivty is associated with easier access to negative attributions than to
positive attributions, and that this pattern of accessibility to different attributions mediates
the mothers’ overreactivity to misbehavior.
At the end of the summer, Jeff is going on to an
exciting internship at the Charleston VA and Medical
University of South Carolina. He will most likely be
working with low SES children and parents, focusing
on victims of abuse at the National Crime Victims
Center.
You may read more about Jeff at:
http://www.psychology.sunysb.edu/pow-/jeff.html

Jeff and his family

NEW LOUNGE IN PSY A
th

On March 17 we had a “housewarming” party for the new lounge that we had
constructed in the lobby of second floor in the PSY A building. (Remember that
empty, drab, echoing space?) The lounge has a central area for events like
this, and areas for studying that are separated by half walls. The study areas
have carrels that have network links so that students can plug in their laptops.
Even before the lounge was finished, it came into increasing use by
undergraduates as a study and meeting place. We had to evict them
temporarily for the housewarming.
The seating elements are called “Bobo’s” and the tables in the middle are
called “Stones” and were designed by Maya Lin, who designed the Vietnam
Memorial. You’ll see in the pictures that the stones do double duty as seats –
and we’ve even seen them grouped together and used as a bed! The Bobo’s
have duck feet:

----HELP DECORATE THE NEW LOUNGE---We’d like to set up a photo gallery in the new lounge – starting with Bob’s Chorley’s wonderful picture of
the courtyard on the next page. If you have any pictures from your days at Stony Brook that you’d like to
contribute, please send them to me. If you can, please send digital images. I will put as many pictures
as I can in the newsletters so that we can all share them. Please indicate the date, and the names of
any people in the photos.
Thanks! Nancy

NEW BABY – From Brian McFarland (Clinical Program, advisor Dan Klein):
“After two and a half weeks of "prodromal labor" (yes, that'
s a real term) and 16
hours of real labor, Heidi gave birth to Schuyler Eliza McFarland at 6:30 pm on
Wednesday, May 19th, 2004. Schuyler weighs 8 lbs, 3 oz and is 21 inches long.
Mom and baby are recovering at Stony Brook University Hospital.”

LET’S BUILD A PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT PHOTO GALLERY!!

Courtyard between PSY A and PSY B in March – photo by Bob Chorley
Bob is planning to take one picture for each season, so a year from now
we will have “the four seasons of Psychology” in our photo gallery.

“NAME THESE PEOPLE” CONTEST
We already have a few “historical” pictures of people from the Department’s past. One of these
is shown below. The first two people to write to with the correct names of the two folks in the
picture AND some information I can put in the next newsletter, will each win one of our stylish
Psychology Department 2004 T-shirts and a beautiful button with the Department’s new logo.
(Competition not open to current faculty – who can get T-shirts anyway.)

GRAD STUDENT AWARDS
•

•

•

RETIREES DISSERTATION AWARDS:

These awards were made possible by a fund that was set up in the names of Dave Emmerich, Ed Katkin, John
Neale, and Paul Wortman, who went without retirement gifts at their retirement party in 2001, in order to support
dissertation research. The winners this year are Shiri Cohen and Patti Fritz, both in the Clinical Program and
both with Dan O’Leary as advisor.

THE POINT FOUNDATION has awarded a highly competitive scholarship to John Pachankis (Advisor: Marv

Goldfried). The scholarship will supplement the remainder of John’s graduate studies. And in another piece of
great news, John has been selected to take on the Chairship of the APA'
s Graduate Student Committee for
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Concerns.

NRSA:

Shiri Cohen (advisor Dan O’Leary) has received a National Research Service Award for her proposal: “A
Couples Psychoeducation Intervention with Depressed Primary Care Patients and Their Spouses.”
Erica Woodin, Advisor: Dan O'
Leary, received an NRSA for her application: ”Motivational Interviewing to
Prevent Partner Aggression.”

•

THE 2004 PRESIDENT'S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING

•

THE 2004 PRESIDENT'S AWARD TO A DISTINGUISHED DOCTORAL STUDENT and the
MADELINE FUSCO FELLOWSHIP

Dina Karafantis (Advisor: Sheri Levy)

Despina Tata (Advisor: Brenda Anderson)

•

GRADUATE COUNCIL'S COMMENDATION TO A DISTINGUISHED DOCTORAL STUDENT
Stephanie Travers (Advisor: Suparna Rajaram)

NEWS FROM ALUMS
Abraham Jeger (Ph.D. in Clinical, 1997 – advisor Len Kraser) is now the Associate Dean of Clinical Education at
the NY College of Clinical Education at Old Westbury. He’s also professor of psychiatry and behavioral medicine;
and was elected (in May, 2001) as Fellow in the Assoication of Osteopathic Directors and Medical Educators
(AODME), an educational group within the profession of osteopathic medicine.
Ken Winters (Ph.D. in Clinical,1982 – advisor John Neale) has been selected to be Associate Editor for another
term for the Psychology of Addictive Behaviors (an APA jornal).
Julia Heiman (Ph.D. in Clinical, 1975 – advisor Jim Geer), who is Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
at U. of Washington, has been named the 6th Director of The Kinsey Institute.
German Posada (Ph.D. in Developmental, 1989 – advisor Everett Waters), received the 2004 Bowlby-Ainsworth
award for his cross-cultural studies of attachment. German is now in the Department of child and Family Studies at
Purdue.

Letters from emeriti. After the last newsletter I had this lovely email from Emil Menzel. He said it was OK to share
it with everyone. Nancy
Dear Nancy:
Congratulations on being Chair, and all the best to you and yours. I imagine that the University and the Department
are quite different now than they used to be in my day -- it has been 9 years since I left, already -- and I hope that the
changes have been for the better.
We moved to Birmingham, Alabama most of all to take over the Wellman family home from Harriet Anne'
s mother,
who had reached the age of 90, and had to move to a retirement home. If you visit here, you'
ll see a few dozen more
other reasons for moving. Alabama is the best-kept secret in the USA, and if you believe the press and movies as to
its faults it'
s too bad for you. We have six acres of land and a beautiful house in a very attractive, hilly neighborhood,
and we got it for about half of what we got for our old house in East Setauket. Of course that was a great place too,
and we miss it and Setauket harbor and the great deli just a block away, but anyway, that is just for starters. Right
now we have more than an acre of daffodils in bloom, and we had perhaps 3 flakes of snow fall in the yard this past
winter. Needless to say, there is plenty of yard work to keep me out of trouble. The first year we still had the old yard
man working for us, but since then I have done virtually all the work myself. I have more power tools than you could
count, starting with a pickup truck & tractor, and I wouldn'
t trade them for two yardmen. I should add that we have
share of the family home on a nearby lake, and get in some fishing and boating as well as yard work there too.
We are both doing just fine, and so too are our children and their families. No health problems at all, except fighting
the temptation of eating too much. Our oldest grandchild (of four) is pushing 15, and the youngest is 9 (he is currently
the soccer and basketball champ in his grammar school, which proves that he must not have gotten many of his
genes from me). In April, Harriet Anne and I will have been married 50 years, and we already celebrated once, by
taking everybody to Costa Rica in January. They all loved it, and if you haven'
t been there (or even if you have) I
recommend it to you highly. Of course we all spent as much time as possible in monkey-watching; that must be
congenital.
Daughter Charlotte is an MD in family medicine, married to a psychiatrist who is now getting interested in politics as
well; they live in West Virginia, not far from Yankee territory (Pittsburgh, to be precise). Charlie returned to the US
from the University of Zurich, and is now at the Georgia State University Language Center (where Sue-Savage
Rumbaugh and Duane Rumbaugh are); he is working on recall memory in chimps, and he has data that make my old
chimp studies on memory look tame. We have published a couple of papers together, and both have chapters in a
book on spatial perception & cognition that Cambridge Press is to publish soon -- assuming that we finish our papers
soon, and I'
ll probably be the last to get done.
Any suggestion that I still view myself as an academician, let alone a psychologist, is, however, false. I am having too
much fun otherwise, and most of my reading is in biography, philosophy or philosophy of science. We have some
traveling, mostly at Harriet Anne'
s urging; but I am more than content with what we have right here. The biggest trip
was in 1995, to India, for the centennial celebration of Mt Hermon School in Darjeeling. I hadn'
t seen the school since
1941, when I was 12, but still remembered it as perfectly as one could, given the many changes that have occurred
since then. Of course it helped that a bunch of old schoolmates went along on that trip. Both Harriet Anne and I quite
active in church work now (I am a Presbyterian Elder, if you can believe that, and Harriet Anne achieved that status
long ago) and keep getting invited to go places in that connection; one such place is Manipur, India (in what used to
be head-hunter territory, in my day), but we haven'
t made it there yet.
I sum up in the words of Robert Browning'
s Rabbi ben Ezra: "Grow old with me/ The best is yet to be; the last of life,
for which the first was made."
Shalom, Emil

FACULTY NEWS:
Greg Zelinsky (Experimental/Cognitive Psychology) has been promoted to the rank of
Associate Professor – a very well deserved early promotion that has us all very
pleased.

Turhan Canli (Assistant Professor, Biopsychology) has been invited to be a consulting
editor on the journal Emotion. Emotion publishes research in all areas of emotional
processes and related affective phenomena. The journal began publication in 2001.
Turhan has a forthcoming invited commentary in Nature Neuroscience (with John
Gabrieli). They discuss an fMRI study looking at gender differences in sexual arousal.
Turhan has already been interviewed by the New York Times for an article on this topic
that appeared in the Science Times segment in March.

Congratulations to the Spring 2004 Ph.D. Graduates
Biopsychology
Lee Shapiro
Despina Tata

Clinical

Geralyn Datz
Michael Lorber
William Jaffee

Experimental/Cognitive
Frederico Sanabria
Stephanie Travers
Siyun Liu
Chris Dickenson

Social and Health

Despina Tata (advisor Brenda Anderson), in addition to
receiving both the prestigious President’s 2004 Award to a
Distinguished Doctoral Student and the 2004 Madeline
Fusco Award, was invited to give the graduating student
address at the Doctoral Hooding Ceremony.

Morgan Rafferty

The Study of Close Relationships at Stony Brook
Since the Fall of 2002, the Department has offered an interdisciplinary concentration in the study of close
relationships:

http://www.psychology.sunysb.edu/relationship/
Now our strength in this area has been further recognized in a compilation of classic/contemporary
articles on close relationships that will be coming out this June, and which contains reprinted articles by
three of our faculty members. The publisher is Psychology Press.

Close Relationships
Key Readings

Edited by: Harry T. Reis, Caryl Rusbult

“Relationships are among the most important human endeavors and play a central role in
human behavior, emotion, and well-being. Too long neglected by the research community, the
past few decades have seen rapid increases in the amount and sophistication of research
designed to understand the processes that govern the initiation, development, maintenance,
and deterioration of relationships. This collection includes both classic and contemporary
approaches to some of the most important and influential issues in the study of relationships.
The articles in this reader were selected and edited for readability, interest, and centrality to
the empirical study of relationship processes. The reader provides a timely and thorough
introduction to the theories, questions, methods, and findings of social-psychological research
on relationship processes. Suitable for both graduate and undergraduate students, it might be
used as a supplement in social psychology courses or as source material in courses and
seminars concerned with relationships.”
Part 1: Relationships in Our Lives. N.L. Collins, C. Dunkel-Schetter, M. Lobel, S.C.M.
Scrimshaw. Social Support in Pregnancy: Psychosocial Correlates of Birth Outcomes and
Postpartum Depression.
Part 7: Cognition and Emotion in Ongoing Relationships. A. Aron, E.N. Aron, M. Tudor,
G. Nelson, Close Relationships as Including Other in the Self.
Part 8: Deteriorating Relationships. G. Downey, A.L. Freitas, B. Michaelis, H. Khouri, The
Self-fulfilling Prophecy in Close Relationships: Rejection Sensitivity and Rejection by
Romantic Partners.

2004 PSI CHI RESEARCH CONFERENCE
th

On April 24 our local chapter of Psi Chi held its annual research conference, as part of the university-wide
Celebration of Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities in the new Student Activities Center.
Psi Chi had both a poster session, with 12 presenters, and an oral-presentation session, with eight
presenters. The posters and oral presentations were judged by faculty “volunteers.” The coordinator of the
conference was Sonia Ghumman, who did a fantastic job!!!
This year’s winners were:
POSTERS:
•
•
•

Francisco Borja (advisor Brenda Anderson)
John Persampiere (advisors Dan O’Leary and Suparna Rajaram)
Christina Wong and Bonte Gbemudu (advisor Brenda Anderson)

ORAL PRESENTATIONS:
•
•
•

Jasmine Osman (advisor Joanne Davila)
Sonia Ghumman (advisor Marv Goldfried)
Scott Moeller (advisor Lee Westmaas)

PICTURES OF THE CONFERENCE:
ORAL PRESENATIONS: From left to right, Bonte Gbemudu, Dom Biezonski, Jasmine Osman, and
Danielle Delosh.

POSTER SESSION: From left to right, Eunice Yi and Jennifer Allen, Jen Choi, and a group of students
from the Senior-Honors Seminar - Dom Biezonski, Yevgeny Botanov, Jennifer Allen, and Eunice Yi.

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT
From Turhan Canli (Biopsychology):
I have organized a Conference on the Biological Basis of Personality and Individual Differences from
August 13-15, 2004, to be hosted on the campus of Stony Brook University on Long Island, New York. Please
pass this notice along to anybody you think might be interested in attending. Conference attendance is limited
to 300!
The conference will feature twenty clinicians, geneticists, psychologists, and neuroscientists from the United
States, South America, Europe, and Australia:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doerret Boomsma (Free University, The Netherlands)
Turhan Canli (Stony Brook University)
Silvana Chiavegatto (University of Sao Paolo, Brazil)
Robert Cloninger (Washington University)
Paul Costa (National Institutes of Health)
Richard Depue (Cornell University)
Nathan Gillespie (Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Australia)
Sam Gosling (University of Texas)
Ian Gotlib (Stanford University)
Stephan Hamann (Emory University)
Ahmad Hariri (University of Pittsburgh)
Wendy Heller (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
Brian Knutson (Stanford University)
Jennifer Lau (University of London, UK)
Klaus-Peter Lesch (University of Wuerzburg, Germany)
Mara Mather (UC Santa Cruz)
Rajita Sinha (Yale University)
Essi Viding (Institute of Psychiatry, London)
Alex Weiss (University of Arizona)
Marvin Zuckerman (University of Delaware)

The research presented at this conference will cover the structure of personality and its mapping onto the brain,
the biology of traits, genetic markers for individual differences and vulnerability to psychopathology, functional
neuroimaging approaches, and the correspondence between human and animal personality.
Three poster sessions are open to all registered attendees (one on each topic: psychopathology, brain systems,
genetic approaches). A jury comprised of 3 featured speakers will present awards for the best poster in each of
the three topic areas at the end of the conference. Socials (coffee breaks and an open-bar welcome reception)
are informal opportunities to mingle. Special-interest lunches are opportunities for graduate students and junior
researchers to sign up for lunch with one of the featured speakers. Travel stipends will be available for students
to attend the conference.
I look forward to welcoming you to Stony Brook University in August!
Turhan
Details are available at www.PersonalityConference.com, where you can register online.

Distinguished Professors

O’Leary, K. Daniel, Ph.D., 1967, University of Illinois. Clinical Psychology. Director of
Clinical Training.
Rachlin, Howard, Ph.D., 1965, Harvard University. Experimental Psychology.
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Professors

Aron, Arthur, Ph.D., 1970, University of Toronto, Canada. Social/Health Psychology.
Carr, Edward G., Ph.D., 1973, University of California, San Diego. Clinical Psychology.
D’Zurilla, Thomas, Ph.D., 1964, University of Illinois. Clinical Psychology.
Gerrig, Richard, Ph.D., 1984, Stanford University. Experimental Psychology.
Goldfried, Marvin, Ph.D., 1961, University at Buffalo. Clinical Psychology.
Klein, Daniel N., Ph.D., 1983, SUNY Buffalo. Clinical Psychology.
O’Leary, Susan G., Ph.D., 1972, University at Stony Brook. Clinical Psychology.
Rajaram, Suparna, Ph.D., 1991, Rice University. Experimental Psychology.
Samuel, Arthur, Ph.D., 1979, University of California, San Diego. Experimental
Psychology.
Squires, Nancy K., Ph.D., 1972, University of California, San Diego. Chair. Biopsychology.
Waters, Everett, Ph.D., 1977, University of Minnesota. Social/Health Psychology.
Waters, Harriet Salatas. Ph.D., 1976, University of Minnesota. Social/Health Psychology.
Whitaker, Patricia. Ph.D., 1979, University of Toronto. Biopsychology.
Whitehurst, Grover J., Ph.D., 1970, University of Illinois. Clinical Psychology.
Wortman, Camille B., 1972, Duke University. Social/Health Psychology.

Associate Professors

Anderson, Brenda J., Ph.D., 1993, University of Illinois. Biopsychology.
Brennan, Susan, Ph.D., 1990, Stanford University. Experimental Psychology. Graduate
Program Director.
Davila, Joanne, Ph.D., 1993, UCLA. Clinical Psychology.
Franklin, Nancy, Ph.D., 1989, Stanford University. Experimental Psychology.
Lobel, Marci, Ph.D., 1989, University of California, Los Angeles. Social/Health Psychology.
Undergraduate Program Director.
Robinson, John, Ph.D., 1991, University of New Hampshire. Biopsychology.

We’re on the Web!
See us at:

www.psychology.suny
sb.edu

Assistant Professors

Canli, Turhan, Ph.D., 1993, Yale University. Biopsychology.
Freitas, Antonio, Ph.D., 2002, Yale University. Social & Health Psychology.
Leung, Hoi-Chung, Ph.D., 1997, Northwestern University. Biopsychology.
Levy, Sheri, Ph.D., 1998, Columbia University. Social/Health Psychology.
Moyer, Anne, Ph.D. – 1995, Yale University. Social/Health Psychology.
Westmaas, Lee, Ph.D., 1996, University of California, Irvine. Social/Health Psychology.
Zelinsky, Gregory, Ph.D., 1994, Brown University. Experimental Psychology.

Lecturers

Kuchner, Joan F., Ph.D., 1981, The University of Chicago, Director of CFS.

Research Faculty

Grackin, Janice, Ph.D., 1999, Stony Brook University – Research Assistant Professor.
Heyman, Richard, Ph.D., 1992, University of Oregon – Research Associate Professor.
Slep, Amy, Ph.D., 1995. Stony Brook University – Research Associate Professor.

Post Doctoral Fellows

Hanna, Joy – Cognitive/Experimental
Sumner, Meghan – Cognitive/Experimental

Personnel

Thompson, Judith – Assistant to the Chair.
Barry, Amy – Graduate Student Coordinator
Bieselin, Jean – Account Clerk.
Carlson, Carol – Undergraduate Advising.
Hildenbrand, Donna – Student Coordinator.
Lozeau, Stephanie – Grants Coordinator
Doret, Wendy, Ph.D. – Director of the Psychological Center.
Urbelis, Pat – Psychological Center Administrator.

